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1- The line at the beginning of a suffix such as ' -al' is called……….. .
1. dash

2. bracket

3. hyphen

4. parenthesis

2- Our teacher's suppleness of mind is excellent. 'Suppleness' means……….. .
1. flex

2. flexible

3. flexibly

4. flexibility

3- The central part of a word which has the basic meaning is called…………. .
1. root

3. prefix

2. suffix

4. pronunciation

4- The painter………........…the two colors to produce a new color.
1. combined

2. to combine

3. combinable

4. combination

5- Sometimes the new word's meaning is simply the sum of its root and prefix. 'Simply' means…………

.
1. always

2. only

3. hardly

4. continuously

6- This university intends to….......…….summer holidays up to the end of the month. This making

longer the summer holidays was announced yesterday.
1. cut

2. limit

3. shorten

4. extend

7- My sister studies the basic concepts of geography. 'Concepts' means………… .
1. places

2. thoughts

3. margins

4. environments

3. nationally

4. nationality

8- English is the official language of many………….. .
1. nations

2. national

9- English speakers have a head start over speakers of other languages. 'Other' is a(n)…….. .
1. noun

2. verb

3. adjective

4. adverb

10- We cannot…...…….to lose such an important member of our team. We cannot work without him.
1. affords

2. afford

3. to afford

4. afforded

11- The rate of occurrence or repetition of something is called…………. .
1. depth

2. height

3. lowness

4. frequency

12- Her……......…..in the meeting did not last for a long time.
1. participate

2. participation

3. participates

4. participated

13- Reading is one of the most pleasurable and most rewarding…………….. .
1. pursue
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2. pursues

3. pursuits
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14- A modern doctor should have a broad knowledge of medicine. 'Broad' means……….. .
1. slight

2. limited

3. extensive

4. ambiguous

15- Her failure to reply to your message seems to……….a lack of interest.
1. imply

2. implied

3. implication

4. implicational

16- We can infer the meaning of a word from the context within which it is used. 'Which' refers

to……… .
1. infer

2. we

3. the meaning

4. the context

3. are killed

4. be killed

17- This little cat will………......……by the wild dogs here.
1. kill

2. be kill

18- An item, for example a piece of information, that is written or printed in boldface in most

dictionaries is called……….. .
1. stress

2. entry

3. syllable

4. hyphen

19- The shortened form of a word or phrase used to represent the whole is called………….. .
1. increase

2. height

3. enlargement

4. abbreviation

20- The smallest type of dictionary is the pocket or abridged dictionary which gives short………… .
1. definitions

2. defines

3. defined

4. definitional

21- She refused the new job for a variety of reasons. ' A variety of' means………… .
1. no

2. many

3. any

4. little

22- In some libraries, there is a shortage of books and therefore some titles are found under reference

only, i.e. you cannot take them out of the library. 'i.e.' means………….. .
1. that is

2. in addition

3. although

4. for example

23- The prefix 'pro-' in the words "pronunciation" and "proverb" means………… .
1. under

2. again

3. in favor of

4. around

24- If you know the address of the library, you ……..........it easily.
1. found

2. will find

3. finds

4. has found

25- Gold and copper are two metals. The…….....…is very precious and the latter is not.
1. former
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2. later

3. following
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26- All this demands an understanding or grasp of the material learned. 'Understanding' is a(n)……… .
1. verb

2. adverb

3. adjective

4. gerund

27- Please bear in mind that he is really an excellent architect. 'Bear in mind' means……….. .
1. reject

2. forget

3. forgive

4. remember

28- The suffix '-less' in the word "effortlessly" means........... .
1. with

2. without

3. again

4. over

3. satisfied

4. satisfaction

29- She wasn't…………..by my explanation.
1. satisfy

2. satisfies

30- In order to be able to score as many marks as possible you must know and understand the

conditions of the examination you will sit and the material. 'Score' means……….. .
1. gain
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2. lose

3. miss
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